INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Genome-wide Association Studies (GWAS) are designed to simultaneously examine the association of millions of genetic variants with target traits. To date, more than 2000 GWAS studies have contributed to the discovery of thousands of disease-associated variants, including inserts, deletions, copy number variations (CNV) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) ([@B1]). Elucidation of the phenotypic-association mechanisms for these variants is of great importance for understanding the molecular details of disease onset and progression and developing novel therapeutic approaches ([@B1],[@B2]). So far, most work has been focused on disease-associated SNPs (daSNPs) located in coding regions, especially the non-synonymous SNPs which may alter the biochemical function of coded proteins. Nevertheless, the majority of daSNPs determined so far are located in non-coding regions (93% as reported by Maurano *et al*. ([@B3])), including introns, Long Terminal Repeats (LTRs) and intergenic regions, presenting major challenges to the community on interpreting their involvement in diseases.

Increasing evidence has shown that non-coding daSNPs are often located in or closely linked to regulatory regions ([@B3]), suggesting that they may interfere with the normal functioning of their host regulatory elements (HREs). Recent methods for prioritizing daSNPs have incorporated the association of non-coding daSNPs with regulatory sequences. For example, Trynka *et al*. ([@B4]) have shown that H3KEme3 could help prioritize disease-causal SNPs. Claussnitzer *et al*. ([@B5]) and Khurana *et al*. ([@B6]) both incorporated transcription factor (TF) binding information to screen for disease-driving non-coding SNPs. Huang *et al*. ([@B7]) used the ChIP-Seq intensity variation of TFs and histone markers to identify functional non-coding SNPs that could disrupt enhancer activities. The mechanisms for daSNPs to affect the function of their HREs could be through the interruption of TF binding to regulatory sequences. For instance, Tokuhiro *et al*. ([@B8]) found that a daSNP for rheumatic arthritis is in the intron of *SLC22A4*, and may affect the binding of RUNX1. Pomerantz *et al*. found that a daSNP associated with prostate cancer and located in an enhancer of 8q24 affected the binding of Tcf-4 to this enhancer, which was needed for the regulation of its target gene- -*MYC* ([@B9],[@B10]). Regulatory sequences may also be transcribed. Accumulating lines of evidence have suggested that enhancers could encode RNA transcripts with regulatory roles ([@B11]). It is therefore likely that daSNPs located in intergenic regulatory sequences such as enhancers might result in the transcription of abnormal RNA transcripts, which could then influence disease-related pathways and trigger disease phenotypes. Indeed, recent studies have found that the intergenic trans-regulatory RNA transcripts that harbor a daSNP and target the cell cycle progression and differentiation pathways could result in multiple common diseases ([@B12],[@B13]). This thus highlighted the functional significance of non-coding daSNPs. Intergenic regulatory sequences may also be involved in inter-chromosome interactions that may have important roles in maintaining chromosome conformations, which could be disrupted by daSNPs, causing disease phenotypes. Given that the regulatory sequences mainly assist to regulate their target genes' expression through TF binding, the encoded RNA transcripts or other mechanisms, in order to interpret the direct phenotypic association of non-coding daSNPs, we have to identify the target genes that are regulated by the host regulatory sequences potentially affected by the daSNPs.

Regulatory elements within coding gene regions typically regulate the host coding genes, though exceptions exist. However, for those regulatory elements outside coding gene regions, i.e. distal regulatory elements (DREs), determining the target genes they regulate is a challenging task. This is because DREs can regulate target genes from quite a long distance ([@B14]) and their relationships with the target genes may be beyond a one-to-one pattern ([@B15]). Given that DREs may regulate target genes through a process called DNA looping ([@B16]), Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C) ([@B17]) and the further developed Hi-C ([@B18]) and ChIA-PET ([@B19]) techniques aimed at capturing long-range chromatin interactions are potentially useful for identifying DREs-target gene relationships. However, DREs may regulate target genes in a dynamic and tissue-specific way, while current Hi-C or ChIA-PET data were applied to only a few cell lines and may capture a subset of DRE-target gene relationships. Computational predictions can help to fill in the missing subsets. For example, based on the hypothesis that there may be a consistency of DRE-target gene relationships in multiple species given their essentiality, Lu *et al*. ([@B20]) combined the phylogenetic profile correlation with Hi-C/ChIA-PET data to predict target genes for DREs. Corradin *et al*. ([@B21]) also developed a method based on the association of epigenetic markers on enhancers and the cell-line specific expression of genes, while He *et al*. ([@B22]) employed a probabilistic approach named IM-PET based on a number of genomics features. Ernst *et al*. ([@B23]) and Thurman *et al*. ([@B24]) also provided predictions of enhancer-target gene pairs through multi-cell activity profile correlation and DNaseI signal correlation, respectively. Each of the above-mentioned methods has their own merit, and a combination of them may provide more coverage for the DREs and their target genes.

In this study, we focused on a challenging category of non-coding daSNPs---the daSNPs located in intergenic regions (IGR), by using the predicted target genes of their HREs to explain their disease-associated mechanisms. Our rationale was as followed: target genes regulated by the HREs of IGR daSNPs can be predicted using computational methods; if the predicted genes are strongly functionally associated with the corresponding diseases, it is likely that the IGR daSNPs may contribute to disease phenotypes by causing abnormal expression of the predicted target genes through the disruption of the HREs. In fact, this scenario has been reported in a study on aniridia ([@B25]). Here, we predicted the target genes regulated by the HRE of IGR daSNPs using different source data including phylogenetic profile correlation and Hi-C/ChIA-PET data, and also combined other published predictions ([@B21]--[@B24]). Our results revealed that disease phenotypes of a high percentage of IGR daSNPs could be interpreted through the above rationale.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Data downloading and processing {#SEC2-1}
-------------------------------

NHGRI catalog of GWAS SNPs ([@B1]), GWASdb ([@B26]), HuGE Navigator ([@B27]) and Johnson and O\'Donnell\'s collection ([@B28]) were downloaded and combined. Non-coding LD SNPs (r^2^ \> 0.8) to the daSNPs in IGR were identified using the CEPH population-based HapMap data (<ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/hapmap/>, release 27). Disease genes were retrieved from the GAD ([@B29]) database (<http://geneticassociationdb.nih.gov>), and were required to have the evidence of 'experiment'. ICD-10 (<http://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/>) annotations were used to make disease names from different sources comparable. Dnase I hypersensitivity site (DHS) annotations were downloaded from the UCSC genome browser ([@B30]). Protein-coding gene annotations were obtained from Lu *et al*. ([@B20]). The human eQTL/mQTL data sets used in this study were downloaded from the GEO database (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo>); these data sets included all that became publicly available by the end of 2014 (the list of these data is shown in Supplementary Table S1). The eQTL/mQTL data consisted of SNP IDs and corresponding gene IDs or gene regions. The gene regions in the eQTL/mQTL data were converted to gene IDs used in this analysis if they overlapped with the regions of the gene IDs for at least 1 bp. In March 2016, we searched in the ENCODE ([@B15]) website (<http://www.encodeproject.org>) and found 72 samples of human Small RNA-seq data (20--200 nt, ribominus) in bam format, corresponding to a total of 17 human tissues and 15 human cell lines. We downloaded and processed these bam data. Read counts for HREs were calculated by featureCounts ([@B32]). Only uniquely mapped reads were used for the analysis. Super-enhancer and typical enhancer data for 36 tissues and 50 cell lines were downloaded from the Supplementary Data of the paper by Hnisz *et al*. ([@B33]).

The component methods in INTREPID {#SEC2-2}
---------------------------------

INtegrated TaRget gEne PredItion (INTREPID) combined the predictions made by five component methods: HIC, PPC, IM-PET, PreSTIGE and ENCODE. Below, we briefly described the methodology of each of these methods.

### The HIC method {#SEC2-2-1}

HIC utilized Hi-C and ChIA-PET data to predict the target genes for DREs. Hi-C data and ChIA-PET data of human cell lines generated from 8 studies (Supplementary Table S2) were downloaded from the GEO database (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds>). For each Hi-C/ChIA-PET data, we first identified the peak regions that were enriched with Hi-C/ChIA-PET reads. To do it, we recorded all chromosome positions mapped by Hi-C reads and determined the read count for each of these positions. The read counts were converted into z-scores, and a peak region was defined as a region of continuous positions with z-scores ≥ 1.645. Nearby peak regions between which the distance was smaller than 1 kb were further merged together. Next, we identified the peak regions that were interacting with each other. To do it, we first recorded all pairs of peak regions in the same chromosome that were connected by one or more Hi-C/ChIA-PET reads. Then, for every candidate pair we computed an Odds Ratio (OR) value = observed number of reads (normalized)/expected number of reads. The observed number of reads was computed as the number of observed Hi-C/ ChIA-PET reads connecting the two peak regions divided by the geometric average of the length of the two peak regions. The expected number of reads was defined as the average of the observed number of reads for all candidate pairs of peak regions in which the distance between the two peaks was greater than or equal to that between the two tested peaks. A candidate pair of peak regions was considered positive if its OR was larger than 2. Finally, a positive pair of peak region was predicted as a DRE-target gene pair if one peak region overlapped with a DRE, and the other peak region overlapped with a DHS within a protein-coding gene region (−1 kb - Transcription End Site). The target genes predicted from each of the 8 Hi-C/ChIA-PET data sets were then combined to form the final predictions.

### The PPC method {#SEC2-2-2}

PPC predicted the target genes regulated by a DRE based on the phylogenetic profile correlation between a DRE and a protein-coding gene. The phylogenetic profiles for DREs and protein-coding genes were constructed following the procedures described in Lu *et al*. ([@B20]). For protein-coding genes, the phylogenetic profile was constructed using the promoter sequence (−1 kb to Transcription Start Site (TSS)). The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) between the phylogenetic profiles of a DRE and a protein-coding gene located in the same chromosome was computed. Because the distance between a DRE and a protein-coding gene would affect the calculated PCC, for each chromosome we divided all pairs of DREs-protein-coding genes into three groups: within 50 kb, 50--500 kb, or above 500 kb and then calculated the average and standard deviation of the PCCs for each group. Then, for each DRE all protein-coding genes within the same chromosome were ranked by the z-score of their PCCs with the DRE in each distance group, and the top five ranked genes (z-score ≥ 2) were predicted as the target gene of the DRE.

### PreSTIGE, IM-PET and ENCODE {#SEC2-2-3}

PreSTIGE ([@B21]), IM-PET ([@B22]) and ENCODE ([@B23],[@B24]) all used epigenetic data to predict the target genes for DREs. We collected the predicted DRE-target gene pairs from the respective publications of these three methods. Below, we briefly described their methodologies. PreSTIGE ([@B21]) predicted the target genes for enhancers by pairing cell-type specific H3K4me1 marker in enhancers and the cell-type specific expressed genes in multiple cell types, and incorporating CTCF binding sites as boundaries. IM-PET ([@B22]) integrated a number of genomic features including promoter-enhancer activity correlation and transcription factor-promoter correlation to build a probabilistic model for predicting regulatory enhancer-promoter pairs. For ENCODE, we combined the predictions made by two ENCODE publications. One ENCODE paper utilized the correlation between enhancer mark intensities and gene expression profiles to train logistic regression classifier for identifying potential enhancer-target gene relationships ([@B23]). The other ENCODE paper was based on the correlation between cross cell-type DHS signals of enhancers and nearby promoters ([@B24]).

### The combination of the predicted target genes by the five methods {#SEC2-2-4}

Given a DRE, we applied HIC and PPC separately to predict the target genes. For each of PreSTIGE, IM-PET and ENCODE, based on the predicted regulatory relationships downloaded from their respective publications we identified the regulatory sequence that overlaps with the DRE (at least 1 bp overlap), and then selected the corresponding target genes as the predictions for the DRE by that method. The gene IDs used by that method were converted to the IDs we used in this analysis based on the annotations of RefSeq (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq>). In case a method predicted enhancer-promoter interactions instead of regulatory sequence-target gene relationships, we converted the promoters into gene IDs by requiring the predicted promoter to overlap with the annotated promoter of a gene ID (at least 1 bp overlap). Finally, we combined the predicted target genes made by each of the five methods as the final prediction for that DRE, i.e. the union of the predicted target genes, and named this approach as INTREPID.

Evaluation of the functional relevance between the predicted target genes of an IGR daSNP and the corresponding disease genes {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given an IGR daSNP-disease associations, we collected two groups of genes: the target genes predicted by INTREPID, and the disease genes annotated by the GAD ([@B29]) database. Then, we applied three methods to evaluate the functional relevance between the two groups of genes, which are the occurrence analysis, the over-representation analysis (ORA) and the relevance analysis. The occurrence analysis simply investigated whether there were any overlaps between the two groups. The ORA analysis was done using the fisher.test function in R, and the background genes were defined as the genes located in the same chromosome as that of IGR daSNP. The significance level was set at 0.05. When multiple tests were performed, the function p.adjust (method = 'fdr') in R was used to correct the *P*-values and the significance level was set at 0.05.

The relevance analysis was based on a functional association network---the STRING network ([@B34]). The functional relevance between a pair of genes was defined as their shortest path length in the STRING network using the Dijkstra algorithm ([@B35]). For each predicted target gene, we computed the minimum shortest path length between it and all disease genes (termed SP~gene-disease~), and then transformed it into a relevance score between 0 and 1: Relevance Score~gene-disease~ = 1/(1+SP~gene-disease~). The mean relevance score of all predicted target genes was then computed to indicate the functional relevance between the predicted target genes and the disease genes. To assess its significance, we randomly selected the same number of genes as that of the predicted target genes, and computed a mean relevance score following the above-described procedure. This process was repeated 1000 times, and the *P*-value of the observed mean relevance score was derived thereafter. The significance level was set at 0.05. When multiple tests were performed, the function p.adjust (method = 'fdr') in R was used for correcting the *P*-values, and the significance level was set at 0.05.

Disease-disease similarity {#SEC2-4}
--------------------------

The similarity between two diseases was defined as the Jaccard similarity calculated as the ratio of the number of overlapped disease genes to the number of the union of disease genes.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

A combined approach to predict the target genes for the HREs of intergenic daSNPs {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A total number of 5639 daSNPs were collected from GWAS catalog ([@B1]), GWASdb ([@B26]), HuGE Navigator ([@B27]) and Johnson and O\'Donnell\'s collection ([@B28]). Among these daSNPs, 1834 were located in IGR (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and were associated with 128 diseases (Supplementary Table S3). A total of 32% of the IGR daSNPs were associated with two or more diseases. In total, there were 2774 IGR daSNP-disease associations. We also collected all linkage dis-equilibrium (LD) SNPs (r^2^ \> 0.8 in the CEU population according to HapMap ([@B36])) to IGR daSNPs, and found that 1472 (80.3%) IGR daSNPs had LD SNPs in the intergenic regions, with a median of 10.5 LD SNPs each. To determine the relationships between IGR daSNPs and regulatory sequences, we downloaded annotation of Dnase I hypersensitivity sites (DHSs) from UCSC Genome Browser, and defined the IGR DHSs as putative DREs. A total of 85% (1562) of IGR daSNPs were within ±1 kb distance to the boundaries of one or more DREs, and this proportion increased to 95.6% if the LD SNPs of IGR daSNPs were also considered (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), i.e. if any one of the LD SNPs were within ±1 kb distance to the boundaries of one or more DREs. Given such a strong association, it was reasonable to hypothesize that IGR daSNPs may interfere with the normal function of their nearby regulatory sequences, a consequence of which may cause abnormal expression of potential target genes, leading to disease phenotypes. For convenience, we defined the nearest DRE (within ±1 kb) to an IGR daSNP as its host regulatory element (HRE). Hnisz *et al*. ([@B33]) defined super-enhancer and typical enhancer regions in 86 types of human tissues and cell lines. This can be used as additional information to see whether the HREs of IGR daSNPs could be functional. We downloaded these defined enhancer regions. Among the 1562 IGR daSNPs that had HREs (not counting in LD information), we found that the HREs of 1011 of them were overlapping with the enhancer regions defined by Hnisz *et al*. ([@B33]). The high level of overlaps indicated that the IGR daSNPs used in our later analysis were functional with a high possibility, and that the majority of their HREs might be enhancers. The above-proposed disease-association mechanism of IGR daSNP would be strongly supported if the target genes regulated by the HRE were known disease genes or were functionally associated with known disease genes. Thus, a key step toward understanding the disease-association mechanism of an IGR daSNP was then to determine the target genes regulated by its HRE.

![(**A**) The proportions of daSNPs with respect to their relative locations to protein-coding genes in the genome. IGR refers to intergenic region. (**B**) The numbers of IGR daSNPs located at different distance cutoff to their nearest DHSs. (**C**) The workflow for explaining the disease phenotype of IGR daSNPs.](gkw519fig1){#F1}

Lu *et al*. previously developed a method that combined phylogenetic profile correlation and Hi-C data to predict the target genes of DREs ([@B20]). Recently, there were two studies that used other genome features for similar purposes ([@B21],[@B22]). In addition, the ENCODE project has also provided lists of DRE-target gene relationships ([@B23],[@B24]). Thus, we adopted an integrated approach named INtegrated TaRget gEne PredItion (INTREPID) for DREs that combined the predictions made from Hi-C/ChIA-PET data (named HIC), Phylogenetic Profile Correlation (named PPC), IM-PET ([@B22]), PreSTIGE ([@B21]) and ENCODE ([@B23],[@B24]) (see Materials and Methods). Note that the predictions were made only for genes located in the same chromosome with the DREs. Here, for 1562 IGR daSNPs whose HREs could be identified, we applied INTREPID to predict the target genes for their corresponding HRE. The predicted target genes were considered as the target genes of the IGR daSNP, i.e. they were likely to be affected by the IGR daSNP. A median number of nine target genes were predicted for each IGR daSNP.

Recently, a number of studies have been conducted to identify expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) or methylation quantitative trait loci (mQTL) at genome-scale ([@B37]). We downloaded eight sets of eQTL/mQTL data from the GEO database (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo>), which included the eQTL/mQTL data from blood, liver, intestine and brain tissues of Caucasian or European populations (Supplementary Table S1). In addition, we collected the eQTL data from GTEx ([@B38]) produced by the BROAD Institute. From these data, we identified a total number of 950 SNP-gene pairs where the SNP was an IGR daSNP serving as either an eQTL or an mQTL to the paired gene. These SNP-gene pairs corresponded to 404 IGR daSNPs and 166 genes. Among these pairs, 349 were between an IGR daSNP and its predicted target gene. In contrast, an average of 9 would be obtained if we randomly selected the same number of genes as the predicted target genes for each IGR daSNP (*P*-value \< 0.001, experiments were repeated 1000 times). This result strongly supported that the expression of the predicted target genes were likely affected by IGR daSNPs, partly validating INTREPID\'s predictions.

The predicted target genes of IGR daSNPs can help to explain their disease phenotypes {#SEC3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We obtained disease gene annotations from GAD ([@B29]) (<http://geneticassociationdb.nih.gov>). For each IGR daSNP-disease association, we prepared two groups of genes: the predicted target genes, and the disease genes annotated with the corresponding disease phenotype. Then, we investigated whether the predicted target genes (i) consisted of one or more disease genes (the occurrence analysis), (ii) were over-represented with disease genes (the ORA analysis), or (iii) were functionally relevant to disease genes inferred using a network-based approach (the relevance analysis) (see Materials and Methods and Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Out of 2774 IGR daSNP-disease associations being investigated, the predicted target genes produced positive results for 753 (27.1%), 524 (18.9%), 823 (29.7%) by the occurrence, the ORA (*P*-value ≤ 0.05, Fisher\'s exact test) and the relevance analysis (*P*-value ≤ 0.05 by permutation), respectively (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Table S3). Nearly all positive results found by the ORA analysis were also found by the relevance analysis. In contrast, with randomly selected genes as the target genes we observed an average of 352 and 24 IGR daSNP-disease associations using the occurrence and the ORA analysis, respectively, both significantly smaller than the observed numbers (*P*-value \< 0.001, experiments repeated for 1000 times, Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The relevance analysis already integrated the comparison with randomly selected genes (see Materials and Methods). The corresponding numbers of IGR daSNPs with positive results were 672 (36.6%), 342 (17.7%) and 549 (29.9%), respectively (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Since some daSNPs may be tag SNPs whose closely linked SNPs might be the true daSNPs ([@B21]), we also investigated the predicted target genes of the LD SNPs, and considered an IGR daSNP-disease association positive if the predicted target genes of either the IGR daSNP or any of its LD SNPs generated a positive result. The numbers of IGR daSNP-disease associations with positive results increased to 1168 (42.1%), 1004 (36.2%) and 1504 (54.2%) for the occurrence, the ORA, and the relevance analysis, respectively (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Table S4), and the corresponding numbers of IGR daSNPs with positive results increased to 995 (54.3%), 657 (35.8%) and 997 (54.4%), respectively (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![(**A**) The numbers of IGR daSNP-disease associations found positive by different methods (the occurrence, the ORA and the relevance analysis) without or with considering LD SNPs. Random refers to the results using the same number of randomly selected genes as the predicted target genes (LD SNPs were not considered for Random). (**B**) Similar to (A) except that the numbers of positive IGR daSNPs were reported. (**C** and **D**) show the proportions of different categories of explainable IGR daSNP-disease associations without or with considering LD SNPs, respectively.](gkw519fig2){#F2}

Positive results obtained using different analyses represented different confidence on explaining the disease-association mechanism for IGR daSNPs. Accordingly, we classified an IGR daSNP-disease association as 'highly likely', 'mechanistically likely' and 'potentially likely' explainable by the predicted target genes if the ORA analysis, the relevance but not the ORA analysis, or only the occurrence analysis produced a positive result. The numbers of IGR daSNP-disease associations falling into these three categories are 524, 302 and 194, respectively (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), altogether covering 36.8% of all IGR daSNP-disease associations. When LD SNPs included, the above three numbers became 1004, 502 and 173, respectively (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), together covering 60.5% of all IGR daSNP-disease associations. However, because LD SNPs provided indirect evidence, those IGR daSNP-disease associations supported only by LD SNPs were considered with less confidence.

To conclude, the above results strongly supported our proposed disease-association mechanism for IGR daSNPs: a daSNP affected the function of its HRE, causing abnormal expression of target genes that were relevant to the disease, and consequently leading to the disease phenotype.

Case reports for the 'explainable' IGR daSNP-disease associations {#SEC3-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Below, we presented a couple of examples for each of the 'highly likely', 'mechanistically likely' and 'potentially likely' explainable categories of IGR daSNP-disease associations with and without the inclusion of LD SNPs.

The association of SNP rs2857161 (Chromosome 6) with multiple sclerosis ([@B39]) was considered 'highly likely' explainable by the nine predicted target genes, among which five (*TAP2, HLA-DOB, MICA, MICB* and *TAP1*) were known associated to this disease ([@B29]) (ORA enrichment *P*-value = 9.3e-4). Moreover, this SNP was an eQTL of both *TAP2* and *HLA-DOB* ([@B38]) (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In another example, rs4779584 (chromosome 15) was associated with colorectal cancer based on a GWAS study ([@B40]). This association was 'highly likely' explainable by the eight predicted target genes, in which *CYP19A1* and *GREM1* were known disease genes (ORA enrichment *P*-value = 0.026). In addition, rs4779584 was an eQTL of the gene *GREM1* ([@B41]) (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). A further example was rs10757278 in Chromosome 9. Its associations with myocardial infarction and ischaemic heart disease ([@B29]) were 'highly likely' explainable by its 10 predicted target genes, among which *MTAP, CDKN2A* and *CDKN2B* were all known to associate with both diseases (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The ORA enrichment *P*-values were 3.61e-5 and 6.92e-5 for myocardial infarction and ischaemic heart disease, respectively. Experimental evidence has shown that the enhancers where rs10757278 is located interacted with the *MTAP* gene and the *CDKN2A/B* locus ([@B42]), supporting our prediction for the target genes affected by rs10757278.

![Examples of explainable IGR daSNP-disease pairs. (**A--C**) were three 'highly likely' explainable IGR daSNP-disease associations. (**D** and **E**) were two 'mechanistically likely' explainable IGR daSNP-disease associations. (**F**) was an IGR daSNP-disease association explained through the LD SNPs. In (**A--F**), predicted target genes were presented schematically according to their relative distances to the corresponding daSNP. Blue color referred to known disease genes, and orange color referred to eQTL/mQTL-validated genes. Grey color represented other target genes. The arrows upon a rectangle illustrated the transcription directions of the gene. In (**D** and **E**), rectangles in different concentration of purple represented genes with different ranks of functional relevance scores with the corresponding disease.](gkw519fig3){#F3}

SNP rs16940202 (Chromosome 16) was associated with colitis disease ([@B43]). None of the six predicted target genes was a known colitis gene. But they were significantly functionally associated with known colitis genes in the STRING network (*P*-value = 0.05), making this SNP-disease association 'mechanistically likely' explainable. In addition, this SNP was an eQTL of one of the predicted target genes---*IRF8* ([@B38]) (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Asthma associated SNP rs12950743 ([@B44]) (Chromosome 17) could also be 'mechanistically likely' explainable by the predicted target genes. This SNP was predicted to affect seven genes among which only *PRKCA* was a known gene for asthma ([@B29]), which failed to yield a positive result by the ORA analysis. Yet, the relevance analysis produced a positive result (*P*-value = 0.03) due to the functional association of the other predicted target genes with known asthma genes (Figure [3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

An example for 'potentially likely' explainable IGR daSNP was rs6983267 (Chromosome 8). This SNP was associated with nasopharyngeal cancer, UADT cancer, colorectal cancer and prostate cancer ([@B26]). Of the 10 predicted target genes for this SNP, *NSMCE2* was associated with prostate cancer ([@B29]) and *MYC* was associated with both colorectal cancer and prostate cancer ([@B29]), making this SNP 'potentially likely' explainable for the two phenotypes. This SNP was located in an enhancer that was shown by *in vitro* experiment to physically interact with the promoter region of *MYC* ([@B9],[@B10]), supporting our prediction that *MYC* was a target gene of rs6983267. Moreover, experiments with transgenic mice showed that the activity of the enhancer and the expression of *MYC* were both significantly increased with the presence of the risk allele of rs6983267 ([@B45]), suggesting that this SNP was functional. Therefore, it is likely that this SNP affects the function of its host enhancer, causing enhanced expression of *MYC* in prostate and then increasing the chance of having prostate cancer. Another example for 'potentially likely' explainable SNPs was the SNP rs11257655 in Chromosome 10. This SNP was associated with type II diabetes ([@B46]), and two of its 17 predicted target genes, *CDC123* and *CAMK1D*, were associtaed with type II diabetes ([@B29]). In addition, rs11257655 was an eQTL site of the gene *CAMK1D* ([@B38]).

The association of SNP rs2292627 (Chromosome 10) with macular degeneration (MD) ([@B26]) could be explained by the predicted target genes of one of its LD SNPs---rs11200583, among the seven predicted target genes of which *PLEKHA1* and *HTRA1* were known MD genes (*P*-value = 4.3e-3). This LD SNP was also an eQTL of *PLEKHA1* ([@B38]) (Figure [3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). SNP rs6537296 (Chromosome 4) was associated with 'pulmonary heart disease and diseases of pulmonary circulation' ([@B47]). The ORA analysis found the predicted target genes of two LD SNPs (rs7697189 and rs1489762) of this daSNP were enriched with the corresponding disease genes, while the relevance analysis identified another four LD SNPs (rs6842889, rs11100860, rs995758 and rs1489759) with positive results. Thus, the disease phenotype of rs6537296 could be indirectly explained by the predicted target genes of its LD SNPs.

Prediction of candidate disease-contributing IGR daSNPs {#SEC3-4}
-------------------------------------------------------

In the above analysis, we have predicted a number of 'explainable' IGR daSNPs whose predicted target genes are associated with the corresponding disease phenotypes. However, these predictions only indicated associations. We hope to identify among these IGR daSNPs the disease-contributing ones. However, this is not an easy task. First of all, we need to know which tissues or cell types develop the disease. Secondly, we need to determine whether the HRE of the IGR daSNP is functional in the tissues or cell types. Thirdly, we need to verify that the predicted target genes are regulated by the HRE in that tissue or cell type, and demonstrate that the expression of one or more of them, particularly those related to the disease, could be altered by the daSNP. Finally, we need to prove that the altered expression of the target genes could indeed contribute to the disease. Unfortunately, there are no experimental data readily available for us to perform these analyses. Therefore, here we employed a simple strategy to approximate the process of finding the disease-contributing IGR daSNPs.

Recent studies have shown that intergenic regulatory sequences could encode small RNA transcripts of regulatory roles ([@B14]). Therefore, a regulatory sequence with transcribed small RNA in a cell line or tissue could be considered functional in that cell line or tissue. Here, we downloaded the small RNA-seq data from the ENCODE project, which were generated from a total number of 17 human tissues and 15 cell lines ([@B14]). By mapping the small RNA-seq reads to the HREs of IGR daSNPs, we then identified the functional HREs in specific tissues or cell lines (at least two reads were mapped to the HRE in at least one sample of the tissue or cell line). Besides the small RNA information, we also used the previously defined enhancer regions in multiple cell lines and tissues ([@B13]) to determine the functional HREs in specific tissues or cell lines by checking whether they overlapped with the defined enhancer regions in that tissue or cell line. If the HRE of an IGR daSNP were functional in a tissue or a cell line where the disease develops, then the IGR daSNP would more likely be disease contributing. However, there were only a limited number of tissues or cell lines with small RNA or enhancer information. Therefore, we selected only three types of diseases---immunological diseases, cancers and neurological diseases whose corresponding tissues or cell lines had available small RNA-seq data or enhancer annotations (refer to Supplementary Table S5 for our definition of the tissues or cell lines corresponding to these three types of diseases). Since no large scale experimental data were available to verify the predicted target genes for the HREs of IGR daSNPs, here we assumed our predictions were reliable and also assumed the eQTL/mQTL data could support the regulatory relationship between an IGR daSNP and its target genes in the disease tissues or cell lines. Finally, we predicted an 'explainable' IGR daSNP as a candidate disease-contributing daSNP if it satisfied the following criteria: (i) its association with the disease was either highly likely explainable or mechanistically likely explainable; (ii) its HRE was functional in one or more disease tissues or cell lines; (iii) its regulatory relationship with at least one target gene was supported by eQTL/mQTL data. Based on these criteria, we identified 64, 5 and 2 candidate disease-contributing IGR daSNPs for immunological disease, cancers and neurological diseases, respectively (for details, refer to Supplementary Table S5). Since there were not much eQTL/mQTL data available, many of the 'explainable' IGR daSNPs were excluded from the candidate lists. Without requiring the support of eQTL/mQTL data, we obtained 139, 31 and 8 potentially disease-contributing IGR daSNPs for immunological disease, cancers and neurological diseases, respectively (Supplementary Table S5).

Below, we give an example of candidate disease-contributing IGR daSNP for each of the three types of diseases, respectively. SNP rs2284178 in Chromosome 6 was associated with three autoimmune-related diseases (diabetes, Bechet\'s disease and type I diabetes, respectively) ([@B6]) and all of them could be explained by the ORA analysis. The HRE of this SNP could transcribe small RNAs in five cell lines/tissues ([@B15]), in which two were lymphocytes--GM12878 (normal) and Karpas-422 (tumor). The HRE of this SNP also overlapped with the enhancer regions that were only active in immune cells ([@B13]). rs2284178 was also an eQTL to two predicted target genes---*HLA-B* and *HLA-C* ([@B16]). Therefore, it is very likely that rs2284178 may be contributing to immunological diseases by interrupting the corresponding enhancer function and resulting in the abnormal expression of *HLA-B* and *HLA-C*. rs4779584 in Chromosome 15 was associated with colorectal cancer ([@B6]), and was predicted to be disease-contributing. Its HRE overlapped with the defined enhancer regions in three cancer cell lines (VACO_400 (a colorectal cancer cell line), VACO_9M (a colon cancer cell line) and u87 (a primary glioblastoma cell line)). In addition, this SNP was an eQTL of one of its predicted target genes--*GREM1* ([@B16]). As a result, rs4779584 might contribute to cancers by interrupting the expression of its target genes. rs3101942 in Chromosome 6 was associated with narcolepsy ([@B6]), and was considered a disease-contributing SNP for neurological diseases. Its HRE could transcribe small RNAs in three types of nervous system related tissues/cell lines---bipolar spindle neuron, frontal cortex and SK-N-DZ. This SNP was an eQTL of the target gene *PSMB9* ([@B38]). Thus, it is likely that this SNP may be contributing to neurological diseases.

As we mentioned earlier, the identified candidate disease-contributing variants were obtained in a simplified and approximate way, and may not represent the real cases. Nevertheless, the variants and the information obtained through the process, particularly the predicted target genes, made it possible for experimentalists to focus on only a small number of genes to start with, and would be worthy of further exploitation.

The 'one-SNP-multiple-diseases' phenomena {#SEC3-5}
-----------------------------------------

When attempting to explain the disease phenotype of IGR daSNPs earlier, we analyzed the functional relevance between the predicted target genes of an IGR daSNP and the genes known to be associated with the corresponding disease phenotype. As the methods for functional relevance analyses were general, here we also applied both the ORA and the relevance analyses to inspect the functional relevance between the predicted target genes of an IGR daSNP and the disease genes from each of the 200 diseases in the GAD database. The ORA and the relevance analyses identified 270 and 548 IGR daSNPs whose predicted target genes were functionally relevant to one or more diseases (multiple test correction, FDR ≤ 0.05, Supplementary Table S6 and S7), respectively. In comparison, with randomly selected genes as the target genes the ORA analysis only found an average of 3.6 IGR daSNPs with one or more relevance diseases, which were significantly lower than the number obtained by using the predicted target genes (experiments were repeated 1000 times, *P*-value \< 0.001). Note that the relevance analysis already incorporated the comparison with randomly selected genes. Among the IGR daSNPs with relevant diseases found by the ORA or the relevance analysis, 158 and 295 were relevant to their annotated diseases, respectively. Both numbers were less than what we obtained in the previous section because of multiple test correction.

Most IGR daSNPs with positive results were found relevant to multiple diseases, with a median number of 13 and 24.5 diseases each by the ORA and the relevance analyses, respectively (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). A major reason for the 'one-SNP-multiple-diseases' phenomena was the frequent occurrence of 'one-gene-multiple-diseases' association. For example, in GAD more than 50% of disease genes were annotated to more than one disease, with 18% annotated to five or more diseases (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For this reason, the diseases found relevant to a given IGR daSNP by the ORA or the relevance analysis were highly related with each other: the average Jaccard similarity (computed using annotated disease genes) between the relevant diseases found by either the ORA or the relevance analysis were significantly higher than background Jaccard similarity (see Materials and Methods) (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). There were 112 and 253 IGR daSNPs whose relevant diseases did not include the annotated diseases based on the ORA and the relevance analysis, respectively. For these IGR daSNPs, we found that for both ORA and the relevance analysis the average Jaccard similarity between the relevant diseases and the annotated diseases were significantly higher than background similarity (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The above evidence showed that the multiple relevant diseases to IGR daSNPs found by using the predicted target genes were not random, but were related with each other and with the annotated diseases. On the other hand, based on current GWAS annotations about 32% of IGR daSNPs already had more than one disease phenotype. Thus, the 'one-SNP-multiple-diseases' phenomena may be more common than expected.

![(**A**) The distributions of the numbers of IGR daSNPs in terms of the number of relevant diseases (e.g. \> 10 relevant diseases) determined by the ORA or the relevance approaches. (**B**) The distribution of the numbers of disease genes in terms of the number of associated diseases. (**C**) Boxplots for the relative similarity among the relevant diseases found by the ORA or the relevance analysis for each IGR daSNP. The relative similarity was defined as the average Jaccard similarity among the relevant diseases divided by the average Jaccard similarity between all pairs of diseases. (**D**) Boxplots for the relative similarity between the relevant disease and the annotated diseases of an IGR daSNPs. Here, only those IGR daSNPs whose relevant diseases did not include the annotated diseases were considered, and the relative similarity was defined as the average Jaccard similarity between the relevant diseases and the annotated disease divided by the average Jaccard similarity between the annotated disease and all other diseases.](gkw519fig4){#F4}

While investigating the 'one-SNP-multiple-diseases' phenomena, we discovered a special 4 Mb region (29--33 Mb) in Chromosome 6. About 24% (439) of all IGR daSNPs were located in this region, and they tended to have significantly more numbers of disease phenotypes than the rest of the daSNPs did (T test, *P*-value = 7.6e-10). For example, 12 out of the 16 IGR daSNPs with more than five annotated disease phenotypes were located in this region; 19 and 8 out of the top 20 IGR daSNPs ranked by the numbers of relevant diseases according to the ORA and the relevance analysis, respectively, were located in this region. The diseases annotated or found to be relevant to IGR daSNPs in this region were often autoimmune diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, lupus erythematosus, etc. The predicted target genes for IGR daSNPs in this region also tended to be located in this region, and be enriched in immune-related functions. For example, 10 out of the top 20 most frequently predicted target genes for IGR daSNPs in this region were located in this region, including *HLA-B, HLA-DQA1* and *HLA-DRB1*. Interestingly, these *HLA* genes were annotated with more than 50 disease phenotypes. Further inspection of this region revealed that it was in fact a super hot spot of regulatory sequences and immune-related genes in the genome: it consisted of 5622 DHSs and 186 genes that were functionally enriched in immune-related processes. Thus, genetic variations in this region were very likely to contribute to multiple immune-related diseases. Here we presented one example---SNP rs9268832. This SNP was annotated to be associated with both lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis ([@B26],[@B48]). The relevance analysis associated it with 109 diseases, including the two annotated diseases. This was because two of the predicted target genes---*HLA-DRB1* and *HLA-DQB1* were annotated not only to the two target diseases ([@B49],[@B50]), but also to very high numbers of other diseases (90 and 83 for *HLA-DRB1* and *HLA-DQB1*, respectively). Note that rs9268832 was an eQTL to both genes ([@B38],[@B51]--[@B52]).

The 'one-SNP-multiple-disease' phenomena also made it possible for us to predict the potential phenotypes of IGR daSNPs, which might be of use for prioritizing SNPs identified by GWAS studies. For instance, SNP rs9469220 was not considered to be associated with Crohn\'s disease because its *P*-value found by GWAS was 2e-6 ([@B53]), which was below the widely-used significance cutoff of 5e-8. The relevance analysis now provided evidence that it might be associated with the Crohn\'s disease. As such, the prediction of novel disease phenotypes for IGR daSNPs was of value for helping retrieve weak disease associations that would otherwise be discarded due to low statistical significance.

The contribution of different target gene prediction methods to explain the disease phenotypes of IGR daSNPs and the necessity of combining five methods {#SEC3-6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, we used INTREPID to predict the target genes for IGR daSNPs. INTREPID combined the predictions from five component methods: HIC, PPC, IM-PET, PreSTIGE and ENCODE, by simply taking the union of their predictions. The reasons why we combined the predictions made by these five methods instead of using one best method were listed as follows. Firstly, the predictions made by each component method were useful for explaining the disease phenotypes of IGR daSNPs. For all five methods, the proportions of daSNP-predicted target gene pairs among the collected daSNP-gene eQTL/mQTL pairs were all significantly higher than random (all *P*-values \< 0.001, experiments were done similar to that on INTREPID predictions), partly validating the quality of their predictions. Secondly, although different component methods predicted different numbers of predictions: HIC predicted the largest number of target genes for IGR daSNPs, followed by PPC, ENCODE, PreSTIGE and IM-PET (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), each made unique predictions (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Most of the predictions made by HIC and PPC were unique. This is especially true for PPC, because it could predict the target genes located far from the daSNPs (the median distance was 19 Mb) while the other methods usually predicted the target genes within relatively shorter distances to the daSNPs (the median distances were generally within 400 kb) (Supplementary Figure S1). Although about 40--70% of the predictions made by ENCODE, PreSTIGE or IM-PET could be confirmed by at least one other method, these three methods each also made a significant number of unique predictions. Thirdly, the combination of the predictions resulted in a larger number of explainable daSNP-disease associations than any individual method did alone. Here, we started from HIC\'s predicted target genes and then added the target genes predicted by PPC, ENCODE, PreSTIGE and IM-PET in succession. We observed that each addition increased the numbers of explainable IGR daSNP-disease associations based on either the occurrence, the ORA or the relevance analysis (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The same trends were also observed for the numbers of highly likely, mechanistically likely and potentially likely explainable SNP-disease associations (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, the association of rs9273363 with narcolepsy ([@B54]) was not 'highly likely' explainable until the predicted target genes of ENCODE were added. In conclusion, each of the five methods has its own merit, and by combining their predictions we could better explain the daSNP-disease asscoiations. This also suggested that the addition of more predicted target genes in high-quality might help explain more IGR daSNP-disease associations.

![(**A**) The proportions of the predicted IGR daSNP-target gene pairs by each of the five component methods among the predicted pairs by INTREPID. (**B**) The relative proportions of IGR daSNP-target gene pairs that were predicted by only the investigated method (unique predictions) or by the investigated method and also the other methods (cross-confirmed predictions) among the predicted pairs by the investigated method. (**C**) The numbers of IGR daSNP-disease associations identified by the occurrence, the ORA, or the relevance analysis using the predicted target genes from only HIC, or by successively adding the predicted target genes from each of PPC, ENCODE, PreSTIGE and IM-PET. (**D**) Similar to (C) except that the numbers of different categories of 'explainable' IGR daSNP-disease associations were reported.](gkw519fig5){#F5}

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

In this study, we presented a novel approach to explain the disease phenotypes of IGR daSNPs. Given an IGR daSNP, we first identified its HRE whose function might be affected by the daSNP. Then, we applied a combined method named INTREPID to predict the target genes regulated by the HRE. Evidence from eQTL/mQTL data showed that the expression of the predicted target genes was likely affected by the corresponding IGR daSNPs. Next, we applied three levels of functional analysis to investigate whether the predicted target genes were functionally related to known disease genes. Results showed that about 36.8% of IGR daSNP-disease associations were 'highly-likely', 'mechanistically likely' or 'potentially likely' explainable by the predicted target genes. When LD SNPs were considered, this proportion increased to about 60.5%. These lines of evidence thus strongly supported the following scenario for the disease-association mechanism of IGR daSNPs: an IGR daSNP may disrupt the normal regulatory role of its HRE, causing abnormal expression changes to disease genes or genes functionally relevant to disease genes, and consequently leading to disease phenotypes.

For those IGR daSNPs that could not be explained using the predicted target genes, there were several reasons. Firstly, the target genes predicted for these IGR daSNPs by INTREPID might be incomplete. For example, distal regulation may be dynamic and cell-type specific, while the Hi-C and ChIA-PET data used by HIC and the epigenetic data used by ENCODE ([@B23],[@B24]), PreSTIGE ([@B21]) and IM-PET ([@B22]) were generated from a limited number of cell lines. On the other hand, in this study the predicted target genes were limited to genes located in the same chromosome as the daSNPs, while inter-chromosome distal regulation may be more common than expected. Secondly, we defined the nearest DRE to an IGR daSNP as its HRE, and assumed that the DRE may be functionally affected by the daSNP, which may not always be a real case. Thirdly, the annotation of disease genes was not complete. Finally, there may be disease-association mechanisms for IGR daSNPs other than the one proposed in this study.

When using the predicted target genes to explain the disease phenotypes of IGR daSNP, we implicitly suggested that there might be a causative chain of relationships: the IGR daSNP affected the normal function of its HRE, which then altered the expression of the target genes regulated by the HRE, and eventually contributed to the disease phenotype. However, in reality we did not have experimental data to support the above causal relationships, and the so-called 'explainable' should be interpreted as the proof of association between an IGR daSNP and its corresponding disease phenotype. A step toward inferring whether an IGR daSNP might be disease-contributing was to put the above relationships into cell line or tissue-specific context. In this study, we used small RNA data and annotated enhancer information to first determine whether the HRE of an IGR daSNP was functional in the corresponding disease cell lines or tissues, and then used eQTL/mQTL data to verify the daSNP-target gene relationships. Based on these lines of evidence, we then determined a number of candidate disease-contributing IGR daSNPs for three types of complex diseases---immunological disease, cancer and neurological diseases. Though this is still far from demonstrating that an IGR daSNP is disease-contributing, the list of candidate disease-contributing IGR daSNPs provided in this study was of value for designing specific experiments to investigate the disease-contributing mechanism of these daSNPs.

Besides explaining the disease phenotypes of IGR daSNPs, we also used the predicted target genes to investigate the association of IGR daSNPs with other diseases, and discovered the 'one-SNP-multiple-diseases' phenomena. The phenomena were mainly caused by the frequent occurrence of 'one-gene-multiple-disease' associations and the high relatedness between complex diseases. However, the 'one-SNP-multiple-diseases' phenomena only represented a possibility, and did not necessarily indicate that the multiple diseases would occur at the same time for one genotype of daSNP. In reality, an IGR daSNP may only affect one or a few of the predicted target genes under a specific biological circumstance, during which the daSNP would only be associated with one or a subset of diseases found by using all predicted target genes. To reduce the number of associated diseases for an IGR daSNP and to identify circumstance-specific target genes affected by an IGR daSNP, more information will be needed. Nevertheless, the predicted target genes by INTREPID have provided a useful pool of candidate target genes and disease phenotypes for future exploration.
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